
5  of  the  Hottest  Looks  On
Today’s Top Celebs

From red carpet affairs and award shows to film festivals and
magazine covers, the world’s top fashion houses serve plenty
of looks to love, envy and admire. Still, what is a dress
without an icon to show it to the world? Have no fear. These
are  some  of  the  hottest  looks  worn  by  today’s  biggest
celebrities.  Fashion  never  sleeps,  and  neither  do  these
queens.

Jennifer Lopez
Decades  after  her  debut  in  the  late  90s,  Jennifer  Lopez
remains an icon. Equally respected in fashion as she is in
entertainment,  she  continues  to  serve  fierce  looks  season
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after season. Recently, the celeb was spotted with beau Ben
Affleck wearing an immaculate leather and suede cape from
Gucci.  It  features  a  warm  and  wholesome  chocolate  brown
exterior that envelops her in a graceful elegance. The look is
tailor-made  for  the  queen  that  she  is.  Quality  detailing
fashioned from 100% authentic materials mean this timeless
piece is simply to die for.

Hunter Schafer
Breakout  actress  Hunter  Schafer  is  shaking  things  up  and
solidifying herself as a Gen-Z fashion idol. Keeping in step
with her honor as Prada’s ambassador, she recently turned
heads on the Variety Power of Women red carpet covered in some
of the fashion house’s latest wares. The Euphoria star went
for a balanced, retro-inspired look. Comprised of a green
geometric top layered with a dark mohair jacket, the look is a
playful  combination  of  the  mod  era  and  mid-90s  corporate
prowess with a pinch of punk rock sprinkled on top.

Adele
Descending from above to reclaim her crown as the undisputed
queen of pop balladry, singer, songwriter, and international
superstar Adele is making waves in the fashion world once
again. Amid the press cycle for her newest release, Adele wore
Dolce & Gabbana as a part of her recent spread in British
Vogue magazine. Dolce & Gabbana is a long-time favorite for
the 33-year-old mother of one. Readers may remember her 2016
smash “Send my Love (to Your New Lover), in which she donned a
lovely  floral  gown  designed  by  the  Milanese  fashion
powerhouse. This time around Adele has embraced a look that is
far more sensual and seductive. She is draped in a form-
fitting black corset gown that calls to mind imagery from the
19th century. The look gets a modern update with innovative
detailing on the shoulders. Complete with dotted stockings and



white heels, Adele is ready to own the stage like no one else
can. This Vogue spread is certain to keep folks talking for
quite some time.

Angelina Jolie
As one of the world’s most beloved A-Listers, Angelina Jolie
never fails to impress. Whether on the screen or on the red
carpet, the Hollywood superstar just keeps giving the world a
reason to gawk in the presence of her glory. Most recently,
she absolutely owned the evening in a dazzling Versace gown at
the Rome Film Festival. In one of her most elegant looks to
date, Jolie was covered in paillettes crafted from silver.
This  shimmering  ensemble  was  more  than  perfect  for  the
occasion. As she made her way down the carpet, she truly
shined like the star that she is.

Gemma Chan
Jolie’s  star-striking  piece  wasn’t  the  only  heavenly  look
being served up at the Rome Film Festival. Gemma Chan stole
the show with a stunning lace gown in a pristine and angelic
white. Designed by legendary fashion house Louis Vuitton, her
look  was  finished  with  a  magnificent  feathered  cape  that
gracefully trailed behind her. The look has notable nods to
the Victorian Era but adds an otherworldly flair that could’ve
been pulled straight from a fairytale. Brilliant and gorgeous
like a bride atop the world, Gemma Chan is certain to give the
paparazzi their happily-ever-after.


